A 2-piece six-axis force/torque sensor capable of measuring loads applied to tools of complex shapes
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Abstract—Measuring forces and torques applied to tools of unconventional shapes can be challenging due to difficulties in connecting commercially available force/torque sensors. We propose an innovative, customizable six-axis force/torque sensor which can be clamped around a tool or end-effector to minimize the proximity between tool tip and sensor structure. The sensor is fabricated using 3D printing technology and consists of two pieces which together form an 8-legged Stewart platform. Each leg is designed as a cantilever beam to allow for a measurable displacement under an external load. The displacements of the legs are measured with 8 light intensity-based optoelectronic sensors, which exhibit high sensitivities and low noise levels without the need for external amplification circuitry. A customized printed circuit board and peripheral hardware are proposed to allow for efficient analog-to-digital conversion of the force/torque measurement. A calibration process is proposed which makes use of a commercial ATI Mini40 sensor and custom hardware to allow for fast calibration routines. Finally, the calibrated sensor design is compared to the ATI Mini40 sensor by measuring sequences of forces and torques, and the maximum errors of force/torque components \((F_x, F_y, F_z, M_x, M_y, M_z)\) are 16.3\%, 20.0\%, 27.5\%, 20.5\%, 21.6\%, 14.9\% respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of Robot Technology (RT) has tremendously affected human life with benefits in medical sciences, leisure and service industries as well as industrial automation. Human-robot interaction has become an important challenge as communication between worker or clinician and robotic system through verbal, physical or emotional channels is of paramount importance for the benefits in using a robot. For this purpose, a variety of sensors are employed [1-2].

Industrial robots in manufacturing and factory automation have, for example, assisted in painting an automobile’s surface at constant speed, welding components while maintaining a constant force and assembly parts accurately using a combination of force and proximity sensors [3].

Figure 1. Commercialised force/torque sensor mounted on an industrial robot manipulator (KUKA) (a) and a collaborative robot manipulator (Universal Robots UR5) (b); (c) Proposed assembly-based six-axis force/torque sensor integrated into a robot arm; (d) Proposed modular assembly-based six-axis force/torque sensor with an ultrasound probe

Service and amusement robots with cameras, microphones, force and tactile sensors as well as chemical detectors are designed to work on the street and in service industries where they communicate with people and express their feelings verbally, physically and emotionally (WB or KOBian). In particular, physical motions such as gestures and hand shaking improves interactions and communications with people [4-5]. This, however, requires for the physical interaction to be safe. Therefore force or impedance control strategies should be implemented to all robotic joints for the manipulator to simulate joint stiffness, which can in return improve the safety aspect in robot-human interaction settings [6-7].

In medical scenarios, a robot manipulator equipped with a stiffness or highly accurate force/torque sensor can detect tumours, and the force sensors integrated in medical instruments in robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (MIS) systems can provide force information to the haptic
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system in the remote side of a master-slave system, thus allowing for a surgeon to identify tissue properties remotely [8-9]. In robot-guided ultrasound applications, measuring and controlling the contact force of the ultrasound probe could presumably help improve image quality and patient comfort.

As explained through the applications above, force/torque sensors are of great importance for human-robot interaction. In this paper, we present the states-of-the-art in force/torque sensing technologies and propose a novel light intensity-based force/torque sensor which can be integrated with any mechanical structures. Conventional sensors are either of cylindrical shape to be mounted directly between components or of ring-like structure to allow user applications such as robot hands or surgical instruments to be attached to the end-effector of the robot arm [10-11]. An additional mechanism has to be designed for the force/torque and the user devices to be integrated to the end-effector, which greatly increases the end-effector size as shown in Figure 1(a) and (b). Besides an impact on the overall size of the end-effector this can lead to the undesired extension of lever arms, which can deteriorate the accuracy and affects the measurement range of the sensor. For this reason, we consider a new force/torque sensor structure which can address above-mentioned issues.

There are various sensing principles through which measuring force/torque components can be addressed. This includes piezoresistive materials [12], strain gauges [13], polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) films [14], and Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) [15], conductive rubber, magnet and hall sensors, capacitive sensing, vision-based sensors, light intensity-based fiber-optics or optoelectronic sensors [16-17]. The sensing principles mentioned above have been commonly used in many applications. Some sensing elements, in particular piezoresistive materials [12], strain gauges [13], polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) films [14], Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) [15] and conductive rubbers, have to be attached to a mechanical flexure to measure deformation directly. The measure of deformation can then be related to the amount of force exerted to the structure. Other sensing principles such as magnetic and hall effect sensing, capacitive sensing, vision as well as light intensity-based fiber optics and optoelectronic sensors do not require physical attachment to the sensor’s mechanical flexure. The deformation can be indirectly estimated.

In this paper, we propose a light intensity-based force/torque sensor using optoelectronics which can be integrated into any mechanical structures and which allows for a high degree of miniaturization. Moreover, the sensor structure can be 3d printed which results in a very low fabrication cost [18]. The optoelectronic sensor can measure deformation without mechanical contact to the structure, which makes this sensing approach less prone to mechanical noise. The optoelectronic sensors themselves exhibit low noise levels in comparison with other sensing elements as introduced above. Furthermore, without the need for an amplifier the sensor elements are of high sensitivity.

In this paper, we verify our proposed sensor development approach. A novel six-axis force/torque sensor is designed, fabricated and integrated in an end-effector which is used in a robot-guided medical ultrasound system.

II. FORCE/TORQUE SENSOR

A. Design Concept

In this paper, the proposed force/torque sensor is to be integrated in a robot-assisted ultrasound (US) diagnostic system [19]. To attach an US probe to an end-effector with a force/torque sensor, the connection part between the US probe and the force/torque sensor should be designed in such way to minimize its physical footprint. Other requirements to the design include:

1) The proposed sensor can be simply integrated to any mechanical structures (or any end-effector).
2) Optoelectronic sensors are used as a sensing element.
3) Large voltage variation without an amplifier, and low-level noise.
4) Simple fabrication, considerably cheaper in comparison with conventional force/torque sensors using different sensing elements as aforementioned above.

To verify the proposed sensor design, a force/torque sensor is fabricated for the use with a medical ultrasound probe (Philips X6-1) [19]. The desired force range, size and sensor material specifications are summarized in Table I.

B. Characteristic curve of optoelectronic sensor

Optoelectronic sensors detects the presence of reflecting surfaces in their vicinity. Depending on the type of optoelectronic sensor, the distance measurement range varies. In the present force/torque sensing application, the optoelectronic sensor needs to measure the small displacement of a surface in the sensors immediate vicinity. The optoelectronic sensor, NJL5901R-2, 1.0×1.4×0.6 mm³, by New Japan Radio Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) used in this study consists of two electronic components; an LED and a photo-transistor. When a surface is close to the optoelectronic sensor, the reflected light from the LED is transmitted to the photo-transistor.
photo-transistor, which converts the light intensity variation to a change in the output voltage. Parts of the characteristic curve between the distance and voltage can be approximated with a linear relationship between input and output. The two graphs using two different resistor combinations $R_1$ and $R_2$ show a linear area presenting the relationship between the output voltage of the optoelectronic sensor and tiny distance $d$ highlighted in purple as shown in Figures 2 and 3.

In general, to guarantee a high-resolution of force/torque sensor, the sensing element should be of high sensitivity. For this reason, we decided to use the purple area in the characteristic curve of the optoelectronic sensor for the force/torque sensor, which is shown in Figure 3(a). This region is of higher linearity and exhibits the desired high sensitivity.

C. Manufacturing Method and Prototype

1) Sensor mechanical structure for measuring six-axis force/torque sensor

As aforementioned in the introduction section, the proposed force/torque sensor can be integrated into any mechanical structures or any effectors to reduce the overall space between the force sensor and the tip of the robot arm. For that reason, in contrast to conventional sensor structures which are of cylindrical shape, we propose a sensor structure which can merge two sensing structures together, as shown in Figure 4, to measure six-axis force/torque components. This approach can facilitate any end-effectors to be assembled without taking up a large space on the tip of a robot arm as shown in Figure 1(a) and (b).

The mechanical sensor structure should be designed to be able to house the above-stated optoelectronic sensors in such way to measure the deflection of a part of the sensing structure. Mechanical flexures are commonly arranged to mimic the mechanical structure of a Stewart platform. Stewart platforms are most commonly comprised of six-legs [20-23] and find applications as mechanical sensor structure to measure forces and torques in six degrees of freedom. Such sensors commonly utilize conventional sensing elements such as strain gauges and Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) [13][15]. Those sensing elements require to be attached to the sensor structure. Our approach therefore requires the modification of the conventional Stewart platform.

The modified sensor mechanical flexure is shown in Figure 5(a). It is comprised of eight-legs where each leg has been modified to resemble a cantilever beam. The optoelectronic sensors find place within the leg structures as shown in Figure 5(b). In each leg, a mirror is used as a reflective surface to allow for each optoelectronic sensor to exhibit highly
sensitive characteristics.

2) Sensor Mechanical structure design for being adapted to any end-effectors

The two pieces of the sensor structure should be designed to be attachable to end-effectors of differing shapes and size. To ensure adequate an adequate fitting of the end-effector, however, the internal shape of the sensor should be exactly same as the end effector external shape as shown in Figure 6. In this study, an ultrasound probe is used as an end-effector. The ultrasound probe is scanned with an MRI scanner, and its 3D mesh is extracted using ITK-SNAP (http://www.itksnap.org). The mesh model is imported into Solidworks to convert it to an editable CAD model. This approach to developing force/torque sensor structures can be easily adapted to fit different end-effector shapes and offers great flexibility in designing highly integrated force/torque sensors.

3) Printed Circuit Board with MCU

A peripheral circuit for the force/torque sensor is designed to acquire eight optoelectronic sensors, and it comprises of a 12-bit ADC (analog digital converter) MCP3208 (Microchip, USA), four male and female six-pin connectors, and a flexible cable connector. They are mounted on a PCB (printed circuit board) as shown in Figure 7. All the analog data from the optoelectronic sensors are transmitted to the ADC, and the converted digital data are transmitted to an MCU (micro controller) through SPI protocol and the flexible flat cable. Although electrical noise could arise between the optoelectronic sensors and the ADC, at least the electrical noise caused by the cable between the ADC and the MCU can be reduced considerably because the transmitted data between the ADC and the MCU are solely digital.

The proposed flexible flat cable and the cable connector are simply connected to the MCU, and mounted on the robot arm as shown in Figure 8. Whilst universal robot arms are out of control, their abnormal behaviour could damage the force/torque sensor, and vice versa. The flexible flat cable can be replaced when the cable is broken or worn out anytime because the flexible flat cable is by itself detached when a force/torque sensor, and vice versa. The flexible flat cable can be always protected due to the robots’ unpredicted operation because the flexible flat cable is by itself detached when a pulling force is greater than a certain amount of force although I did not test it properly.

III. MEASURING THEORY

The measurement frame of the assembled force-torque sensor is set in the origin of the top place, as indicated in Figure 5. The external wrench \( \mathbf{w}_{\text{ext}} = [\mathbf{f}_{\text{ext}}, \mathbf{m}_{\text{ext}}]^T \) which is comprised of cartesian forces \( \mathbf{f}_{\text{ext}} \) and moments \( \mathbf{m}_{\text{ext}} \) is assumed to be acting with respect to this frame. Each leg of the sensor structure acts as a multidirectional stiffness element of stiffness \( \mathbf{K}_i \). The wrench applied to the i-th leg of the structure, \( \mathbf{w}_i \), can be described by

\[
\mathbf{w}_i = \mathbf{A}_i^{-1} \cdot \mathbf{w}_{\text{ext}}
\]  

Where \( \mathbf{A}_i \) is the wrench transformation matrix [18] relating the measurement frame to the tip frame of the i-th leg. The resultant deformation \( \Delta \mathbf{x}_i \) of the i-th stiffness element is defined as

\[
\Delta \mathbf{x}_i = \mathbf{K}_i^{-1} \cdot \mathbf{w}_i \tag{2}
\]

Substituting equation (2) in (1) yields

\[
\mathbf{w}_{\text{ext}} = \mathbf{A}_i \cdot \mathbf{K}_i \cdot \Delta \mathbf{x}_i = \mathbf{G}_i \cdot \Delta \mathbf{x}_i \tag{3}
\]

As the legs of the sensor structure are designed in such way to only allow for axial deflection, matrix \( \mathbf{G}_i \) will, in theory, only contain one column with non-zero elements \( \mathbf{G}_i \). Due to the parallel nature of the structure, the non-zero columns can therefore be arranged in the form

\[
\mathbf{w}_{\text{ext}} = [\mathbf{G}_{1}, \mathbf{G}_{2}, \mathbf{G}_{3}, \mathbf{G}_{4}, \mathbf{G}_{5}, \mathbf{G}_{6}, \mathbf{G}_{7}, \mathbf{G}_{8}] \cdot [\delta_1, \delta_2, \delta_3, \delta_4, \delta_5, \delta_6, \delta_7, \delta_8]^T = \mathbf{M} \cdot \delta
\]

With \( \delta_i, i \in [1, 8] \) being the axial displacement of the i-th leg. The matrix \( \mathbf{M} \) can be obtained through the calibration of the sensor.

IV. SENSOR CALIBRATION AND SENSOR PERFORMANCE

The sensor is calibrated to determine the relationship between its input forces and moments and the corresponding output voltages of the individual optoelectronic sensors. In a conventional calibration process different physical loads are applied to the sensor structure while the sensor’s output voltages are measured. The recorded values are then used to calculate the matrix \( \mathbf{M} \). To fully define the decoupled matrix \( \mathbf{M} \), this, however, requires a large number of input-output sets as well as a very precise and accurate knowledge of the applied load. Calibrating the sensor structure with a designated calibration device and a set of weights can be time-
consuming and difficult due to friction occurring on pulleys and between weight pulling wires and the wire guides [24]. Another possible calibration process is to use a robot arm, a simple calibration device and a set of weights which are mounted on the calibration device. The robot arm then rotates the sensor along its three principal axis to achieve different force/torque conditions [25]. To guarantee a high precision calibration, however, it is difficult to compensate for dynamic forces and moments which are applied to the sensor structure, as the ground truth force and torque magnitudes cannot be measured.

In this work we are proposing a calibration methodology which can be carried out easily. For the calibration process, a commercialized force/torque sensor (ATI Mini40, ATI Industrial Automation, USA) with a force/torque tip is mounted on our six-axis force/torque sensor as shown in Figure 9. The force/moment tip is designed in such way as to be able to apply a variety of different force/torque conditions as shown in Table II. The output voltages of the six optoelectronic sensors are acquired via the above mentioned sensor peripherals. An Arduino UNO is used as an MCU. The ground-truth forces and moments are measured by the ATI-Mini40 with a 100 Hz sampling rate. An example of different load measurements is shown in Figures 9-10. From the recorded data, the calibration matrix can be calculated using Least Squares Regression method [26]. The calculated calibration matrix is shown in Eq. 5.

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix}
\end{bmatrix} \quad (5)
\]

To verify the calibration matrix, another force/torque tip is mounted on the ATI Mini 40 and the proposed force/torque sensor in series as shown in Figure 9. External force/torque components are applied and the ground-truth values from the ATI Mini 40 are compared to the estimated ones. The latter are obtained using the aforementioned calibration matrix at a sampling rate of 100 Hz. A comparison of the estimated forces and torques with the ground truths is shown in Figure 10. The proposed force/torque sensor can estimate the ground-truth values considerably well despite some large deviations as shown Figure 10 and Table III. The RMS errors \((F_x, F_y, F_z, M_x, M_y, M_z)\) show 0.45N, 0.44N, 0.51N, 17.67N·mm, 18.40N·mm, and 13.10 N·mm respectively.

Although the new calibration approach cannot show linearity, repeatability, and hysteresis, overall calibration time is very short, and the calibration process is very simple. From this experiment results, the proposed calibration process and the proposed force/torque sensor are well-verified.

V. DISCUSSION

There are various reasons which contribute to the larger deviations between the estimated forces and torques and the ground truth magnitudes. The sensor structure is fabricated from polylactide (PLA) filament. The material itself exhibits largely hysteretic behavior. As hysteresis is not considered in the calibration, the caused deviations are propagated to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. APPLIED FORCE/TORQUE CONDITIONS ON THE FORCE/MOMENT TIP:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied force/torque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. PROPOSED FORCE/TORQUE SENSOR ACCURACY:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Force/Torque components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F_x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F_y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F_z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M_x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M_y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M_z)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. accuracy comparison between Mini 40 and our force/torque sensor
subsequent force/torque estimations. To reduce hysteresis in the sensor structure, different 3d printing materials can be chosen. A selective laser-sintered metal structure, for instance, could help greatly reduce hysteresis effects while still be manufacturable at a fraction of the cost of a sensor structure fabricated through CNC machining, wire electric discharge machining (WEDM), or electric discharge machining (EDM).

Although we optimised the two resistors which define the sensitivity of the optoelectronic sensors, this could be improved to suit the required measurement range better. Furthermore, the achieved deflection of 0.1mm is still comparably large. The use of a metal structure could help reduce this limitation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we proposed a new six-axis force/torque sensor which can be disassembled to fit various shapes and sizes of mechanical end-effectors. We contributed the following: 1) We have derived a novel 2-piece sensor structure 2) We have shown the applicability of optoelectronic sensors for the given sensor structure to obtain a highly sensitive and low-noise force/torque measurement. 3) We proposed an efficient way to calibrate the sensor using a purposefully-designed calibration device. 4) We verified the sensor design and its calibration with a commercial force/torque sensor.

As part of future investigations, a metal sensor structure will be fabricated to reduce the hysteresis problem and the sensitivity of the optoelectronic sensor will be further optimized. Furthermore, the footprint of the sensor structure will be miniaturised and its force/torque measurement range adapted by modifying the dimensions of mechanical flexures as well as by the choice of 3d-printed material.
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